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1.Abstract 

Fruits  are normally require them to be manually identified. This paper  aims to  find a best 

way of  fruit classification method. This can be done by using supervised machine learning 

algorithms and image processing mechanism. It based on multi-feature extraction methods. 

Initially we preprocess the sample of fruit.  It separating foreground and background using 

preprocessing method. The Scaling and cropping  can be performed to reduce the image 

dimension.  So that the processing is fast. Then we extract features from the fruit image and  

we also check the quality of fruits. Extracted features are fitted into the AdaBoost classifier 

machine learning algorithm. The obtained  result will gives us the prediction accuracy. This 

result have been collected using a  fruit image database . It consist of 5 different classes of 

fruits and 120 fruits image overall. Therefore average prediction accuracy of more than 85%. 

2.Introduction 

 In retail stores the customers can rely on cashier or self-service system. In the  stores  many 

have products have barcodes that can be scanned and identify the product with cost. But some 

product does not have barcode for example fruits. The fruits are  processed differently. The 

cashier or the  customer need to manually identify the fruits. Fruit classification is a complex 

problem can be identified i)to check the classification of fruits with different  types ii)to check 

the quality of the fruits difficult to achieve due to differences in  shape and color. The  

problem is directly related to the purchase of fruits in stores, if that fruits can be inside a 

plastic bag it can be difficult to identify the fruits. This paper deals with the first type of 

classification(i.e., classification of fruits with  different types), where fruits can be inside or 

without a plastic bag. The Recent advancements in   Neural Network make them suitable for 

this problem. In addition , we created a new fruit dataset for five type of fruits also considering 
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fruits in transparent plastic bags. This results show an overall 85% classification accuracy for 

fruits without plastic bag, and 83% for fruits inside a plastic bag.   

 

sample fruits of image 

3.Algorithm 

Our proposed system is to solve the classification of fruits in with or without plastic bag. Our 

main goal is to replicate a store environment, the fruits were placed over plastic bag and the 

photos were taken from the top . We choose to work with the five types of fruit. we introduce 

variation in the dataset, by taking images of the fruits at different position and side. we can 

also consider  the checkout process of  fruits are generally inside a transparent plastic bag, so 

that image fruits also taken with the plastic bag. There is no correct architecture for all 

problems 

Fruits in retail stores normally require them to be manually identified. Our data set of images 

is introduced that considers three classes of fruits, inside or without plastic bags and also 

check the quality of the fruits in our project. It also increase the increase the accuracy of the 

speed. 

There are different algorithms is  used in this project. The  Haar-Like Feature Extraction 

algorithm has been used to identify the fruits. Then Hue Histogram Feature Extraction 

algorithm which can find a number of pixels with particular hue then it produce results. It 

takes the color image  and returns the normalized color histogram. The  length and direction 

line of fruits can be found by using Edge Histogram Feature Extraction  algorithm. This 

project mainly use the Ada Boosting algorithm to classify the fruits. 
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Event diagram 

 

 

 

Abstract  model of  the system 

 

4.Literature Review 

Object recognition has been studied more than four decades. significant effort have been paid 

to develop representation schemes and algorithms aiming at recognizing generic objects in 

image taken under different imaging condition. object recognition along with machine 

learning algorithm and image processing has been implemented in fruit classification. 

Yudong  Zhang and Lenan  wu have  implemented fruits classification in their classification of  

fruits using computer vision  and  a multicalss support vector machine. In their research, first 

the fruit images were acquired by the digital camera. Second pre-processing  of the image was 

carried out  by the removing the background  of  each  image  by split-and -merge algorithm. 

The input was a database of  1,653 images with 18 categories  of  fruits, each image size was 

256*256 . Third, the color histogram,  texture  and shape features of each pre-processed  

image were extracted to compose a feature  space . Altogether 79 features were extracted  

from  each 256*256  image. These 79 feature included 64 color features, seven textures 

features, and eight  shape features. Fourthly, Principal Component Analysis(PCA) was used to 

reduce the dimension of features space. Achieved, object  recognition is also related to content 
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based image retrieval and  multimedia indexing as a number of generic object can be 

recognized. 

 

5.Future Scope 

In our data set of images is introduced that considers three classes of fruits, inside or without 

plastic bags and also check the quality of the fruits in our project. In future we also check the 

weight of the fruit and tells the cost of fruits based on their weight. 

6.Conclusion 

This project aims to classify the fruit image based on its Haar-Like, Hue and edge histogram 

features. The project is designed in such a way that can read image , extract future, 

preprocesses it and quality of fruits it implemented by machine learning algorithm and 

generate output based on input provider . The project has been able to classify the fruit image 

and quality of fruits. The cross validation score obtained is 84% with learning rate of and the 

prediction accuracy of system is above 80% . In some case system does not predict the fruit 

images even the provided input calls under the training category. With this result it can be 

concluded that the chosen ensemble machine learning algorithm is not  suitable for fruit 

classification problem. So we can use Ada Boost algorithm it can provide better result. 
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